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 Distributed generation is an essential attributor in smart grid to fulfill the 
uncontrollable increase in the demand of energy. Artificial intelligent 
optimization techniques are widely used within automation systems for 
guarantee the optimal operation and utilization of DG allocations on the day-
ahead power scheduling. In this paper, genetic algorithm technique used for 
obtaining the optimal utilization of the automated operation of distributed 
generation for power losses and total cost minimization as well as user 
comfort maximization considering all operating constraints. Distributed 
generation represented by fuel cell system to supply part of the daily demand 

in power system. The target is to apply decision-making strategy of smart 
operation for economical and reliable operation of power system. 
Concentrated fuel cell units considered at the load centers. The methodology 
applied on 11-buss test system. The simulation results have demonstrated 
that the GA capability for full automation of DGs in smart manner within 
power system for economic and safe operation. The total daily operating cost 
and power losses reduced. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The modern control schemes facilitates the extensive integration of distributed generators (DG) in 

electric power system. The integration accomplished by continuous on/off switching process of control 

devices for monitoring and control, which can be achieved by different types of programmable 

microcontrollers[1]-[2]. This involves the presence of two-way energy flow across the smart deregulated 

power system due to the spread of using DG for maximize user comfort at minimum operating cost and 

power losses [3]-[4]. In addition to the uncertainty associated with electric demand, uncertainty associated 

with available level of generated power from DG units presents more challenges in deregulated power 

operation where the consumers have the opportunity to integrate DG units in power system [5][6]. Therefore, 

it is important to consider an automated control methodology for intelligent economical operation of 

deregulated power system compromising DG units’ output power availability and load fluctuations [7]-[8]. 

Different artificial intelligent techniques such as genetic algorisms, particle swam, hybrid bacterial foraging, 
and firefly optimization techniques can be used to handle the search for optimal solution for economic 

operation [9]-[10]. The solution should balance the power demand and the available power generations from 

DGs and network considering all operating constraints of all variables in the power system [11]. To achieve 

this goal, the energy flow between these units and the entire power system should be controlled via central 

control in a simultaneous manner to satisfy all demands and achieve an accepted economic profit for both 
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consumers and grid operators [12][13]. The fuel cell system (FC) technologies are rapidly increasing the 

output power and large-scale fuel cell integrations in power system are expected in the future and used in this 

study [14][15].  

In this paper, the problem is formulated as constrained optimization problem to make deep 

searching on the DG units automation for economic operation of electric power system. large-scale fuel cell 

system integration considered as DG and the main target is to investigate the impacts of integration on day-

ahead power generation. The objective function supposed to contain all relative operating costs of fuel cell 

groups (start and stop cost, import and export energy costs, maintenance costs…) and all terms that affect the 

optimal settings of DG units and power flow. Genetic algorithm optimization technique is used to obtain the 

optimal hourly generation levels for economic operation considering all operating constraints. The loads are 
considered as load centers where each one contains different characteristics of two FC units and connected to 

the grid for electric energy exchange. Pre-collected data related to the forecasted daily electric loads are send 

in advance to the control center via supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCDA) where the 

optimization process is performed in order to determine the optimal operating on/off settings of all FC units.  

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

2.1.   Objective Function Formulation 

The objective problem formulated as total daily operating cost minimization problem. The target is 

to minimize the total cost of power generation (𝐹𝑡) from FC systems and generators to supply daily load 

considering power flow constraints [11], [16]. The cost function includes any costs related to FC systems 
operation and the cost of purchased power from the grid to supply the all daily loads. Any possible feeding 

the grid by the excess power from load centers will reduce the daily payments. Genetic optimization 

algorithm used to specify the optimal on/off settings of FCs that minimize the total daily operating cost of 

generation. The power flow at each operating point used to investigate all power system operating constraints 

during optimization process. The objective function (𝐹𝑡) represents can be formulated by (1-4)  

as follows: 

Minimize, 

 

𝐹𝑡 = ∑ ∑ (𝐶𝐹𝐶
𝑗
+ 𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑗
− 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑗
)𝑁

𝑗=1
24
𝑖=1  (1) 

 

Subject to load flow constraints, 

 

∑ (𝑃𝐹𝐶 + 𝑃𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑)
24
𝑖=1 = ∑ (𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 + 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠)

24
𝑖=1  (2) 

 

𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠
𝑚𝑖𝑛 > 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 > 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (3) 

 

𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑚𝑖𝑛 > 𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 > 𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝑚𝑎𝑥  (4) 

 

Where, 𝐶𝐹𝐶 is the total costs of fuel cells including the daily natural gas, start-up, maintenance, and 

operating costs. 𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒  and 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 are the cost of purchased and sold electricity respectively from each load 

center. N is the number of FC systems.  

The GA optimization used to obtain the optimal on/off settings of the FC units to contribute the 

supply of the daily load center’s needs maintaining low operating cost and satisfying power flow constraints. 

The power flow and FCs operating constraints are considered utilizing self-adaptive penalization by 

constructing a refined objective function (𝐹𝑡,𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑓

) using the normalized cost function (𝐹𝑡,𝑖
𝑛 ) and average 

normalized constraints violation rates (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑞,𝑖
𝑉𝑖𝑜 ). The refined (normalized) objective function used to penalize 

the infeasible solutions for considering the constraints violations can be formulated by (5) [17]: 

 

𝐹𝑡,𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑓

= √(𝑘1)(𝐹𝑡,𝑖
𝑛 )

2
+ (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑞,𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑜 )2 + (1 − 𝐷𝑓) ∗ (𝑘1) ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑞,𝑖
𝑉𝑖𝑜 + 𝑘2 ∗ 𝐷𝑓 ∗ 𝐹𝑡,𝑖

𝑛  (5) 

 

where, 𝐷𝑓 is the percentage of feasible solutions in swarm respectively. 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑞
𝑉𝑖𝑜 is the average 

normalized constraint violations of the particle, 𝑘1 equals zero with no feasible solutions in the swarm, 𝑘2 

equals zero when the particle, i, is feasible solution. 

The optimal on/off settings of FCs send to the units control system through the SCAD system. Each 

load center pays the cost of required natural gas (NG) needed for the FC operation, maintenance and startup 
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costs of FCs and the cost of purchased electricity from the grid or neighboring load centers. The only income 

is from the sold electricity to the network when excess power between the consumed power and the 

generated power from FC system is available. The main steps that are used to implement the on/off settings 

of FC operation for optimal power flow at minimum operating cost can be summarized as follow: 

a. Preparing all required data for power system simulation including modelling and current state of 

operation of all equipment. 

b. Forecast the daily load curve for all loads based on the historical data. 

c. Specifying the operating on/off conditions of the FCs, their characteristics and technical data. 
d. Determine the expected energy costs including the price of electricity and NG trading. 

e. Operate the constrained optimization technique based genetic algorithm to solve the optimal power 

flow for the daily load at minimum total operating costs. The considered constraints during 

optimization process are the flow limits such as voltage profiles, transmission lines power, generation 

levels and FC system constraints.  

f. Send the obtained sequential operating settings of all generating units and FCs to units’ controllers 

through the control center communications. 

g. Continuous adjustment of the optimal solution to modify the operating point based on the actual 

hourly load and system operating conditions to account the uncertainty of load forecasting. 

 

2.2.   GA Optimization Technique 

GA is widely used heuristic optimization technique to search for the optimal solution (best 
individual) based on iterative evolutionary operating process. GA is a prevalent metaheuristic algorithm that 

belongs to an algorithms group known as evolutionary algorithms. GA depends on the method of natural 

selection, crossover and mutation. GA used to find the optimal solutions that optimize the operation of the 

system under different operating conditions. The individuals evaluated iteratively based on the fitness 

function where the best ones remain and others modified until one of the stopping conditions is satisfied. The 

natural selection process selects fittest individuals from the population. The fittest inherit the parent's 

properties, which transferred to the next generation (offspring), if parents have better physical fitness 

(chromosomes update), the offsprings may be better and have good chance for surviving during the iterative 

process. The selection process continues to repeat. At the end, generation with the best individuals created 

and the best one selected as optimal solution.  

Figure  presents a flow chart for the main steps of GA optimization technique. The steps 
summarized as follow: 

a. Initial population: Select the initial population (active power generated by generating units and FC 

system generation levels) of individuals randomly from the set defined by the minimum and 

maximum valued of generated power 

b. Fitness function: Each individual assessed in the population in terms of objective function. In this 

study, the objective function defined by the total daily operating cost to supply the load power, which 

obtained from optimal power flow calculations. 

c. Stopping Criteria: Check for the required conditions for stopping, if compiled stop, otherwise go to 

the next step in the iterative process. 

d. Selection: From the given population, the individuals ranked based on the objective function and the 

ones with high fitness are selected pass to the next step for crossover. 
e. Crossover: This process used to produce new population of individuals (offsprings) by modifying the 

selected ones in the previous step using the genetic characteristics of parents based on one of the 

developed crossover strategies. 

f. Mutation: Operation take placed on the new population to generate new generation of particles to 

keep the diversity of the generations for discovering new search area and avoiding local minima in the 

final solution. 

g. Best Solution: The more fit individuals selected statistically to form new population replacing the 

current population in the next step of optimization. The best solution stored and the iterative process 

continued until the maximum no of iteration reaches or stopping criteria satisfied.  

The convergence of GA optimization algorithm strongly depend s on the parameters of selection, 

crossover and mutation processes, which depend on the problem under investigation. These parameters 

obtained by trial and error to accelerate the convergence of optimization process towards the global best 
solution based on the problem under investigation. The parameters of GA optimization algorithm used during 

this iterative process summarized in Table 1. 
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Figure 1. The main steps of GA optimization technique 
 

 

Table 1. The Parameters of GA Optimization Algorithm 
Name Value Name Value 

Maximum Number of Iterations 2000 Mutation Percentage 0.06 

Size of Population 30 Mutation Rate 0.02 

Crossover Percentage 0.9   

 

 

2.3.   Test System Description 
The application of the GA for automated operation of FC system operation in daily power flow is 

adapted in Matlab environment using 11-Bus test system. Figure 2 presents the schematic diagram for the 

main system components [18][18]. The system contains two similar areas with four conventional generators, 

two load centers and eight transmission lines. The FCs considered as four equivalent groups connected at the 

two load centers. Each group consists of many fuel cells with similar characteristics. The test system 

modified by adding the four groups of FCs at two load centers. All synchronous generating stations 

considered identical where each station consists of five units with 247 MVA rating except the slack bus with 

six generating units and has excitation and governing systems for output power control.  

 

Figure  presents the forecasted daily active power of loads. The target is to specify the scheduling of 

demand among all four thermal generating stations in addition to the four FCs in an economical manner. The 

required reactive power supplied by the thermal generating stations at voltage controlled busses which 
integrated by excitation systems. 

The objective is the minimization of the total daily operating cost of supplied power to load centers 

within the smart deregulated system considering different operating constraints. At the first stage, the system 

operator at control center supposes to collect the energy bids from generators, daily forecasted load and 

technical data related to FC characteristics and transmission system as shown in  

Figure . The control variable (generated power from energy sources) and all constraints represent 

optimization problem, which can be solved GA optimization technique. The time step taken as one hour for 

simplification and the process can be applied for different duty time. The second stage is the collection of the 

network and FCs characteristics as well as specifying the system operating constraints and associated prices. 

FC groups can feed part of the demand at each load center while the remaining load obtained from the grid 
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according to the pre-specified price. Each load center connected to the network through smart meter where 

the smart meters count the purchased or sold power from the network. 

 
 

Figure 2. A modified 11-Bus test system of two similar areas 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Daily forecasted active power of loads 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of system configuration 

Thus, GA applied to solve the optimization problem to catch the optimal operating states and 

generation levels from FCs for total cost minimization. The fitness function formulated as a constrained 

objective function based on the operating cost and system constraints violations. 

 

2.4.   Fuel Cell System 

FC system is an electrochemical reaction based system that utilizes the generated electrons during 

chemical reaction into electricity in addition to thermal energy. The extensively used FC systems are proton 

exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) due to its high power density and fast response. PEMFC contains a 
porous anode, a porous cathode, and a polymer electrolyte membrane. The electrolyte should be efficiently 

able to conduct protons from anode to cathode [19][20]. The schematic diagram of simplified FC unit 

presented in  

Figure. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of FC unit 

 

 

The FC unit considered as power-only system fueled by hydrogen. When the hydrogen pumped 
through the anode, it ionizes releasing electrons and produces H+ ions (protons) which flow through 

electrolyte (Polymer) as in (1). Released electrons move through external electric circuit towards the cathode. 

At the cathode side, pumped oxygen combines with the electrons and protons to form water and released heat 

as in (6-8). The overall reaction concluded where the inputs are hydrogen and oxygen and the outputs are 

water, electricity and heat [21][22]. 

 

2𝐻2 → 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− (6) 

 

𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− → 2𝐻2𝑂 (7) 

 

𝐻2 +
1

2𝑂2
→ 𝐻2𝑂+ 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 + ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 (8) 

 

There are many methods can be used to produce the required hydrogen for FC operation such as 

reformation of natural gas, reformation of hydrocarbons, gasification of coal and partial oxidation of heavy 

crude oils [22].  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The problem formulated as constrained optimization problem where the power flow constrains 

considered during iterative solution of power flow at each operating point. The available ratings of FC groups 

at load center 1 are 200 and 150 MW while 150 and 100 MW presented at load center 2. Table 2 summarizes 

the prices and main parameters of the used four FCs groups. The used FC represented in equivalent four 
groups where the efficiencies of FC1 and FC2 groups presented in  

Figure  and the efficiencies of FC3 and FC4 groups presented in Error! Reference source not 

found. [9], [11]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The efficiency of FC1 and FC2 groups 

  

 
 

Figure 7. The efficiency of FC3 and FC4 groups 

 
 

Table 1. The Parameters of the Used Four FC Groups and Prices 
Parameter FC1 FC2 FC3 FC4 

Rating of equivalent FC system in each group (MW) 200 150 150 100 

Maximum up ramp rates of group (kW/Dt) 150 100 100 100 

Maximum down ramp rates of group (kW/h) 100 75 75 75 

Minimum allowed up times of group (h) 4 4 3 3 

Minimum allowed down times of group (h) 2 2 1 1 

Cooling time constant of group (h) 0.5 0.48 0.47 0.43 

Hot start-up cost of each FC ($) 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.026 

Cold start-up cost of each FC ($) 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 

Price of natural gas ($/kWh) 0.07 

Price of purchase electricity from network ($/kWh) 0.18 

Price of soled electricity to network ($/kWh) 0.13 

Operating and maintenance cost ($/kWh) 0.003 
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Table 3 presents the generated power from each generator, generated power from each FC system, 

the hourly forecasted load at each load center and corresponding power losses. Figure 8 presents daily 

supplied power from FCs. The variation of total cost minimization during iterative process using GA 

optimization technique presented in Figure 9. Based on the used price of purchasing electricity 0.18 $/kWh, 

the total daily operating cost is 10241.09 $/day where the total daily operating cost utilizing FCs integration 

using GA reduced to 8650 $/day. The daily saving with using the FC systems is 1591.09 $/day. In addition to 

the reduction of the total daily operating cost, the local supplying of part of load by FC systems reduce the 

system daily power losses from 302.35 MW to 245.975 MW. 

 

 
Table 3. The Generated Power from Generstors, FC Systems and Loads (MW) 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The daily supplied power from FC groups 
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Figure 9. The total daily operating cost variation during iterative process 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The GA used as an optimization technique to solve the daily on/off settings of FCs to minimize the 

operating cost considering power system constraints. The results prove that the selection of optimal on/off 

settings of FCs lead to minimize the total daily operating cost as well as the system losses considering all 

system constraints. The optimization process requires time for simulation and not suitable for online 

application due to solving the power flow problem so many to reach the optimal solution. The time 

consumption will increase with considering the system dynamic stability constraints 
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